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We welcome the opportunity to speak to you. 

For more information, please contact our compliance experts at +44 (0)20 7042 0560  
or by email at info@acacomplianceeurope.com  

Today’s constantly evolving regulatory environment presents challenges for compliance  
professionals. Whatever shape the challenge takes, regulated firms can benefit from partnering 
with expertise they can trust.

MARKET VIEW
Compliance challenges can come from many different directions. Sometimes from external forces – such as regulatory 
change, escalating threats of enforcement action, supervisory demands, or from clients and investors. Other times, the 
challenges are internal – problematic processes or documentation, lack of specialist expertise, or requests from key 
stakeholders.

Today’s compliance officers often choose to partner with third-parties on different elements – small or large – of day-to-day 
activities. This is primarily for two reasons, time and expertise. A flexible and pragmatic approach helps fulfill compliance 
requirements in a way that optimises time and resources for the organisation. 

HOW ACA CAN HELP
Whether you are looking to meet a specific compliance need, or wish to collaborate more broadly across a range of 
compliance requirements, we can help. With over 20 years’ consulting experience, our dedicated compliance team 
comprises of specialists drawn from global regulators, financial institutions and advisory firms. Choosing ACA’s 
Comprehensive Customised Compliance (C3) retained service, incorporates combinations of the following services, tailored 
to serve your specific needs:

 » Ongoing compliance support, with unlimited telephone and email consulting

 » Establishment and ongoing maintenance of compliance manuals, policies and procedures

 » Periodic on-site reviews

 » Annual employee compliance training

 » Marketing and advertising reviews

 » Regulatory risk management (ICAAP and liquidity statement)

 » FCA filing support

 » FCA inspection response programme

 » Access to ACA compliance webcasts and events

 » Periodic e-mail compliance alerts 

Connect with ACA to learn how our expertise can deliver a comprehensive and integrated approach to governance, risk  
and compliance across your firm.

Compliance Retained Services (C3) 
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